Zhong Chen received a CCSF scholarship in 2012 and was awarded
the Mary Le Messurier Award for the Study of History. He is studying for
a PhD in Diplomatic History at the International History Department of
the London School of Economics.

Why have you chosen to study in the UK?
For me, it came down to a choice of institution rather than a choice of country. While studying abroad in
Heidelberg, I had the chance to tour the LSE and was immediately attracted to the idea of studying at a
dedicated, specialist social science institution. Of course, also having been to London before and having
experienced the big city vibe, it was an easy decision in the end.
Describe your research and why it is unique.
I am writing on East German-Chinese relations during the latter part of the Cold War. Primarily, it will discuss
how East Germany found diplomatic room to emancipate itself from the Soviet Union to conduct
independent, Moscow-defying relations with China. On the Chinese side, my research will look at how Deng
Xiaoping re-engaged with Eastern European countries such as East Germany during the Reform and Opening
process.
Preconceived notions still tell us that Soviet client states absolutely adhered to the Kremlin’s every command
during the Cold War. My study will argue that this was clearly not the case, as even key Soviet client states
such as East Germany used whatever leverage they could find to carve out their own diplomatic freedoms.
My study will also attempt to shed a light onto Deng’s little-known imperatives when dealing with Eastern
European countries during the 1980s.
Has any one person or teacher influenced the direction of your study?
My father studied Chinese history at Nanjing
University and briefly taught there so I grew up with
historical discussions making up a large part of dinner
conversations. Needless to say, hearing stories about
dynastic intrigues every night had a certain impact. I
also had the chance to write my honors thesis on
political history under Professor Richard Stubbs at
McMaster. This also whetted my appetite to dive
deeper into history.
Has your work generated interest among
your tutors and colleagues?
I have had very encouraging feedback from colleagues
and tutors so far and have had the chance to present at some of the premier conferences in the field. The
great thing about the International History Department at the LSE is the exposure to top academics you get
and the opportunity to be surrounded by specialists who are working on similar things as you.
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How will your studies contribute to your chosen
field?
I believe it will add an important piece to the puzzle that is
the Cold War Endgame. For example, while much has been
written on China’s engagement with the West during the
1980s, very little exists on Beijing’s simultaneous
advancements towards Eastern European countries. What
were its imperatives in doing so? It will also add to our
understanding of the Soviet bloc during the last decade of
the Cold War. It will show that, until the very end, the Soviet
Union often had trouble enforcing its will on its allies.
What do you most enjoy about living and
studying in the UK and what do you miss most
about Canada?
I’ve become a big fan of the independent tutoring style of
English universities. During my MSc at the LSE, we had one
hour of lectures and one tutorial a week and were then
given free rein to “ferment” our own thoughts outside of
class (with the help of a heavy reading list of course). Aside
from that, coming from Toronto, the one thing I truly miss is good Japanese and Vietnamese food. Sushi dinners
with friends have definitely become a big highlight for me whenever I find myself back in Toronto.
What are your academic and professionals plans?
The great thing about a PhD from the LSE is that it doesn’t limit you to one particular pursuit. I can imagine to
continue doing research in my field after I graduate but I can also imagine entering the private sector. For the
time being, I am enjoying my research and hope to add a valuable contribution to the study of Cold War
history.
Is there anything else you would like to add?
I would encourage all Canadians to pursue further study abroad, if at all possible. Engaging with tutors and
professors from a different academic system really does open your horizons to different approaches to critical
reasoning and thus adds a different dimension to how you see your subject as a whole. And in this pursuit, I
would like to thank the CCSF again for assisting me and other Canadians in opening our horizons in the UK.
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